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ABSTRACT
Title: The Relationship between Moderate, Within Day Protein Intake and Energy
Balance on Body Composition of Collegiate Sand Volleyball Players
Background: Achieving an ideal body composition with relatively low fat mass and
relatively high fat-free mass (FFM) is desirable for virtually all competitive athletes.
Some studies suggest that protein intake, depending on quality, amount, and timing, may
improve relative musculature by stimulating muscle protein synthesis, but some issues
related to timing and amount of protein intake remain unclear. Current evidence suggests
that frequent consumption of moderate amounts of protein is useful for muscle building.
Purpose: The purpose of this study was to simultaneously assess energy balance and
protein intake to determine if these factors are associated with body composition in a
population of collegiate sand volleyball players.
Methods: In a cross sectional, observational study, players completed a food intake and
activity form for a 24-hour period to serve as the basis of energy balance and protein
intake assessment. The assessment day was representative of a typical day during the
regular training season. These data were entered into a software program providing total
and hourly energy balance and nutrient content of the consumed foods. Athletes were
measured for body composition via a multi-current bioelectrical impedance scale to
predict weight, BMI, fat mass and fat free mass. Height was measured using a standard
wall-mounted stadiometer. Data analyses included descriptive and frequency statistics,
Spearman correlations and regression analyses.
Results: Twelve women from the GSU sand volleyball team participated in the study
using an IRB-approved protocol. The mean BMI was 22 kg/m 2 (±3 kg/m2) and the mean
body fat percentage was 18% (±7%). The mean protein intake for all participants was 132
grams (±52 g). Protein intake distribution was skewed, on average, toward the latter half
of the day with approximately 19% of protein consumed in the morning and 34%
consumed in the evening. The mean net energy balance at the end of the 24-hour
assessment period was -404 (±385) kcal. Athletes, on average, spent 17 hours in a
catabolic energy balance state (< 0 kcal). No significant correlation was found between
energy balance per gram of protein consumption and body composition. However,
regression analyses indicated that energy balance and protein variables explain a
significant proportion (p=.037) of the variance in body fat percentage.
Conclusions: Sand volleyball players in this study spent a high proportion of time in a
negative energy balance, which may have compromised the potential benefit that frequent
protein consumption may have had on FFM. Since both energy balance and protein
explain a significant proportion of the variance in body composition, these athletes might

benefit from improving within-day energy balance as a strategy for optimizing body
composition.
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Chapter I
INTRODUCTION
Being primarily an anaerobic sport, sand volleyball induces frequent damage to
skeletal muscles during play (Buśko et al., 2013). When athletes perform vigorous
activity, adequate protein intake is crucial to maintain and/or build muscle mass (West et
al., 2011). While it is common for athletes to consume as much as 3 grams of protein per
kilogram of body weight (BW) per day, the Recommended Dietary Allowance (RDA)
suggests an intake of 0.8-1.0 g/kg per day for the average, healthy individual (Phillips et
al., 2007). Studies have shown that the lower end of the RDA’s range will not adequately
support protein synthesis in a working athlete (Layman, 2009). The Position Statement
from the Dietitians of Canada, the American Dietetic Association, and the American
College of Sports Medicine recommends a daily protein intake of between 1.2-1.7 g/kg of
BW to support muscle use in athletes (“Position of the American Dietetic Association,
Dietitians of Canada, and the American College of Sports Medicine: Nutrition and
Athletic Performance” 2009).
An athlete’s body composition can directly affect their level of performance. A
ratio of high lean body mass to fat mass is desirable (Hinton et al., 2004). To achieve this
ratio, identifying appropriate protein intake is necessary in addition to routine physical
activity. Protein is an important nutrient involved in the synthesis of muscle mass,
therefore, optimizing its intake is of interest for the diet of a typical athlete (Phillips et al.,
2011). The quality, amount, and timing of protein intake all play a significant role in
1
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body composition (Wilborn et al., 2013). The benefits of protein ingestion include an
increase in satiety, an increase in thermogenesis and an increase in lean body or muscle
mass (Paddon-Jones et al., 2008; Symons et al., 2009). A number of factors influence the
synthesis of muscle mass, including: amino acid content of protein, the distribution of fat
and carbohydrates, energy availability, timing of protein consumption, and the allotment
and portion of consumption. Numerous studies are presently examining the optimal
amount and distribution of protein intake for the synthesis of muscle tissue (Symons et
al., 2009; Witard et al., 2013; Mamerow et al., 2014).
In addition to the optimal amount of protein intake in athletes, how an athlete
should distribute the consumed protein across the day remains unclear in current
literature. Studies have found that in athletics, higher frequencies of protein intake are
more beneficial for an ideal body composition than consuming larger amounts less often
(Phillips et al., 2007). In a regularly trained athlete, protein is consistently being utilized
to heal damaged muscle and increase muscle cell size. While frequent exercise increases
lean body mass, it is the proper intake of protein that is directly related to the increase in
muscle protein synthesis (MPS) (Layman et al., 2005). Some athletes report having
protein intakes as high as 175 grams per day, believing this amount is necessary to
increase muscle mass (Paddon-Jones et al., 2008; Fox et al., 2011).
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PURPOSE AND HYPOTHESIS
Recent studies suggest that frequent intakes of protein consumption in moderate
amounts over the course of the day is associated with a higher lean body mass than
similar amounts of protein consumed less frequently and in larger amounts. Therefore,
the goal of this study is to assess if different protein intake patterns and the ratio of
energy balance to protein intake in female collegiate sand volleyball athletes are
associated with different body compositions. In addition, factoring in energy balance
(EB) will be helpful in determining if the participant’s protein intake is effective in
increasing muscle mass when considering energy availability at the time of consumption.
Hypothesis: Athletes consuming meals with 25g of protein frequently throughout the day
have a higher fat-free mass and a lower body fat percentage than subjects consuming
larger amounts of protein less frequently throughout the day.
Null: Athletes who consume meals with 25g of protein frequently throughout the
day will not have a higher fat-free mass and a lower body fat percentage than
subjects consuming larger amounts of protein less frequently throughout the day.

Chapter II
LITERATURE REVIEW
Through intensive training, strict diet regimens, and commitment, competitive
athletes will take various routes to achieve success. In sand volleyball, a number of
factors play into that success rate such as finding the ideal body type for each position,
meeting and exceeding the physiological demands of play, and following strict dietary
and exercise routines to get there. One of the most commonly argued topics of an
athlete’s diet is adequate protein intake. The following is a review of the current
literature covering the ideal body types of sand volleyball players (SVPs), the typical
dietary habits of female athletes, and the evidence behind the effect of varying amounts
and distribution of protein intake on body composition. Energy balance is also taken
into account as it directly affects the role of consumed protein on muscle synthesis and
breakdown.

Ideal Traits of Sand Volleyball Players
A higher lean body mass to fat mass ratio is an ideal quality of an athlete. Lidor
et al. (2010) found that more successful volleyball players (VPs) averaged three
kilograms(kg) less fat mass than those VPs who are less successful (Lidor et al., 2010).
A higher fat free mass (FFM) to fat mass ratio can contribute to both anaerobic power
and aerobic capacity. Volleyball is a largely anaerobic sport and typically that anaerobic
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power is positively associated with high lean body mass (Buśko et al., 2013; Anderson
2010). `
Sand volleyball is one of many sports that are more successfully played with
specific body types (Martín-Matillas et al., 2013). In addition to muscle mass, the top
team players are typically characterized by tallness and longer arm span (Martín-Matillas
et al., 2013). Beyond the benefit of height, certain physical attributes will vary from
position to position. An individual player will have unique characteristics to excel in that
position and maximize the efficiency of the team. A volleyball team is made up of five
positions: setter, opposite, center, hitter and libero (Martín-Matillas et al., 2013). In
attempt to classify ideal body types for each volleyball position, Matillas et al. (2013)
assessed 148 female players from the highest Spanish league. Anthropometrics, body
composition and somatotypes were measures based on performance and playing
positions. Overall lean body mass is ideal for enhanced performance, but skills and
tactics also play a role. According to the study findings, players on the national level
were typically taller, heavier and had a relatively higher percentage of lean body mass.
In comparing position to position, setters are usually lighter, shorter and have less lean
body mass. Opposites and centers have higher muscle mass than setters and liberos.
Liberos have higher mesomorphy and lower ectomorphy (Martín-Matillas et al., 2013).
Centers are typically more endurance trained while setters are fast and agile (Buśko et al.,
2013).
A study by Buśko et al. (2013) examined 14 Division II female volleyball players
and assessed various body types and physical attributes and their relevance to success.
The participants in the study were college aged, averaging 21 years old. According to the
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findings, the highest performing volleyball players tend to be taller, more muscular and
have a higher jumping ability, and velocity. Other ideal characteristics included hand eye
coordination, strength and elevation to block, speed, spiking ability, endurance, and
technical ability to understand strategy of the game (Buśko et al., 2013). It is with
extensive training and practice, that players are able to achieve these ideal traits.

Physiological Demands of Sand Volleyball
One goal of athletic training is to generate physiological and physical changes in
an effort to reduce fatigue and increase physical ability specific to the sport. In a typical
game of volleyball, energy is expended through short and frequent bouts of high-intensity
exercise with low intensity periods and recovery time in between. Performance in these
highly intense moments includes jumping and reaching (Sheppard et al., 2008). The
extensive training for college and elite level volleyball players contributes to a naturally
greater amount of energy expenditure in addition to increased muscle mass (Eliakim et
al., 2013). In a single volleyball match, numerous myofibrallar injuries to the muscles
will take place and in turn, synthesize muscle proteins (Pilaczyńska-Szcześniak et al.,
2011).
Playing sand volleyball takes more strength and endurance than playing volleyball
on a hard court (Muramatsu et al., 2006). Unlike indoor volleyball, sand and beach
volleyball are typically performed outside in the heat of the sun. Matches require
constant motion with jumping and running on the sand, which alone require more energy
expenditure than on hard surface (Pilaczyńska-Szcześniak et al., 2011).
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To compare the output in sand to hard surfaces, a study measured energy
expenditure on sand versus hard surfaces in eight male university volleyball players
(Muramatsu et al., 2006). The participants performed three sets of ten repetitive jumps
on sand and on a hard platform, jumping every two seconds during a set with 20 seconds
in between. Energy expenditure of jumping is 1.2 times greater on sand than hard
surface, 37 kcal on sand and 31.2 kcal on firm. The ankle extension, especially, on sand
creates energy loss with a lower contribution of plantar flexion. As a result of the
expended energy, oxygen requirement is higher on sand than on firm surfaces. Overall
results of this study showed that jump height on sand surfaces were not as high as on firm
surfaces proving the difficulty to gain height on the sand. With the uneven level of sand
and the lack of resistance, the difficulty of running and jumping requires more exertion
and power, leading to greater expenditure (Muramatsu et al., 2006).
To research the anabolic response in physically intense sports such as sand
volleyball, Eliakim et al. (2013) measured hormone levels during the first seven weeks of
training in national level female volleyball players (N=13). The study group had an
average age of 16 years old. Measurements were taken during the first seven weeks of
the volleyball training season. Training included both endurance and resistance exercises
along with speed drills and technical drills. Fitness was measured by vertical jumps,
anaerobic capacity and aerobic power. Growth hormone, insulin-like growth factor
(IGF), IGF-binding protein, cortisol and pro and anti-inflammatory markers were
measured via blood tests. The blood samples were collected before and after a sixtyminute volleyball practice session. Results from the tests showed a dominance of
anabolic response in the sample population of national level volleyball players. The
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changes in hormone levels in response to training show exercise-related anabolic
adaptations. Interlukin-6 was one hormone that when increased, may indicate muscle
damage repair. Due to these increases, training is shown to reduce the catabolic and
inflammatory response to exercise. These results imply that training improves fitness and
increases muscle mass in addition to improving hormonal balances (Eliakim et al., 2013).

Nutritional Habits of Female Athletes
Building lean body mass (LBM) is not only brought on by exercise, but is also
influenced by a proper diet (Pilaczyńska-Szcześniak et al., 2011). An extensive amount
of research has been done to find the ‘gold standard’ of nutrient requirements for
enhancing performance in athletes. One review evaluates the best methods to achieve
maximum performance in athletes. The review’s findings are showing that energy needs
vary, depending on the sport and the athlete. Those who exercise three to five times per
week at 30 minutes a session are typically satisfied with 1,800 to 2,400 kcals per day on
average. Elite athletes, on the other hand, may need anywhere from 6,000 to 12,000
kcals per day. In the context of protein, findings show that intensely trained athletes are
allowed up to two times the RDI of protein, which is equivalent to five servings of lean
meat per day (Teta et al., 2013). The extensive training in elite athletes create an
increased need for both excess calories and protein, providing that nutritional habits will
vary based on the lifestyle and athletic performance of the individual.
Energy consumption of sand volleyball players is researched to be lower than
other competitive sports. In the case of this study by Papadopoulou et al. (2002), high
school aged athletes were evaluated to find the average macronutrient consumption.
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High school aged teenagers and adolescents are likely to have similar caloric intake
levels to college-aged individuals (Beals, 2002). Evidence from Papadopoulou et al.
(2002) provides that sand volleyball players, ages 14 to 19 years old had an intake of less
than the RDA for active women (44 kcal/kg) and less than other female athletes in track
and field, swimming, rowing, gymnastics, figure skating and running. The adolescent’s
carbohydrate intake was also low, at 45% of calories, below the recommended 3 g/kg.
Fat intake was higher than recommended in all populations. More results from the study
show a minimal intake of 1 g of protein per kg of body weight, averaging 62 grams of
protein per day. This amount reflects 6% of the protein-related energy intake to
expenditure. Protein should provide 10% of needs in endurance sports. Growth spurts
are also considered in this adolescent and young adult population. To take growth into
account, the 10% recommendation would increase to 12-15% for this particular study
population (Papadopoulou et al., 2002).
Depending on the sport, athletes are likely to consume similar energy intakes to
their teammates. Taking the ideal body type for the sport into consideration, intakes will
vary (Beals, 2002). Gymnasts, for example, are typically of lean body stature while
swimmers have a broader and more muscular build. Beals (2002) compared energy
intakes in various sporting teams, following female sand volleyball players, ages 14 to 17
years old as they self-reported their diets. The study measured estimated energy needs
per athlete and analyzed their self-reported diet recalls. The study’s population,
represented by adolescent females in competitive sports, generally does not meet the DRI
for energy requirements. The athletes, on average, were in a negative energy balance at
the end of the day. In addition, their diets’ micronutrient content is of concern as they are
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not meeting the DRIs. The SVPs ate less protein than swimmers and highly active
women, but ate more than lean athletes such as gymnasts. Body fat percentages were
within normal range for the SVPs. In addition to measuring energy levels, weight
behaviors and feelings were inquired from all athletic groups. Forty percent of the SVPs
had high body dissatisfaction scores. In pursuing weight control behaviors, some of these
adolescent athletes reported vomiting and fasting (Beals, 2002).
Eight NCAA Division II college female volleyball players provided a 3-day diet
record in an intervention study measuring the impact of dietary feedback on nutrient
intake and body composition (Anderson, 2010). Body composition measurements were
taken by air displacement plethymography at baseline, peak-season, and one-week postseason in addition to three day diet recalls at those time periods. The study compared
two seasons of volleyball: the first without any nutrition education and the other with
nutrition education. A specific component of the education suggested a protein intake of
1.2-1.4 g/kg. A significant result showed that at baseline, the protein intake increased in
the season including education. There was no significant difference in carbohydrate and
fat intake. The study concludes that feedback resulted in overall high consumption of
protein and various micronutrients such as vitamin C and calcium at baseline of the
season. Peak and post measurements showed no changes other than an increase in fiber.
Body composition measurements did not show any significant differences at any point in
the study. Caloric intake increased overall in the volleyball players from 35 to 40 kcal
per kg. Seventy five percent of the athletes were below protein recommendations at
baseline. Education and feedback improved this level briefly through the season, but it
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lowered back again by peak. In many competitive sports, traveling is a constant factor
affecting the intake of athletes. This study found that traveling and eating out during the
peak of the season may have affected intake and may be related to lack of sustaining
dietary changes from the feedback (Anderson, 2010).
The typical lifestyle and routine of a college athlete is likely to differ than that of
any other competitive athlete. College athletes have to eat around class schedules,
practice, and like all students, have limited access to food and food preparation
equipment (Hinton et al., 2004). To assess the diet behavior of a typical college athlete,
Hinton et al. (2004) evaluated food frequency questionnaires from 345 NCAA Division
One university athletes. Findings showed a marginal 15% had adequate intake of
carbohydrate and protein based on recommendations for athletes. Like other studies, the
athletes were asked about eating habits related to body satisfaction. Unfortunately,
female athletes are consuming far below the recommended calories in an effort to achieve
the optimal body composition. Over half of the females (62%) were limiting their intake
to lose weight, an energy deficit that will likely lead to a loss in muscle mass (Hinton et
al., 2004). Almost 70% of female VPs wanted to lose weight, while 20% wished to
maintain their weight and a mere 10% were aiming to gain weight. Studies imply a lack
of nutritional knowledge in college athletes, which is resulting in restriction of energy
intake and insufficient carbohydrate intake (Hinton et al., 2004).
Multiple studies are finding that females in particular, but not limited to those in
athletic sports, are undernourished (Beals, 2002; Hinton et al., 2004) Depending on the
age range, research is implying that several factors influence energy balance and nutrient
requirements (Aerenhouts et al., 2013). One factor under much scrutiny is protein. A
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study performed on 60 adolescent male and female sprint athletes used a 7-day dietary
and activity recall to estimate energy balance and protein intake. Other measurements
included anthropometrics and body composition. Growth curves were noted at peak
height and a urine sample was collected to determine nitrogen balance. Results showed
that the mean protein intake ranged from 1.4 to 1.6 grams per kilogram. Height, LBM,
and weight increased throughout the study period in both males and females. In
determining the effects of the nitrogen balance on growth spurts, findings showed that
growth only contributes to a small percentage of the protein needs in these individuals. A
‘ceiling effect’ shows that excessive protein intake is not used by the body. Peak periods
of muscular growth in this population does not support the need for increased protein
intake (Aerenhouts et al., 2013).
Malaguti et al. (2008) tested two diets in 11 male and female volleyball players.
The first group (n=5) had the Mediterranean diet which is primarily a plant based diet,
high in fruits and vegetables, nuts, fish, and oils. The second group (n=6) had a high
protein, low calorie diet supplemented with omega-3 fatty acids. Anthropometrics were
taken at baseline and end of the 2-month long study. The second, higher protein group
had a lower BMI and a lower body fat percentage after the short term study period. The
lower BMI is most likely a result of the lower calorie intake in the high protein group
versus the higher caloric intake in the plant based group. The lower body fat percentage
can also be related to the higher intake of protein in the second group. Protein is lower in
calories per gram than fat. The results imply that body composition and anthropometrics
may vary by consuming different macronutrient distributions (Malaguti et al., 2008).
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Aside from protein alone, carbohydrates may play a crucial role in muscle
building. Insulin’s response to carbohydrate intake can either promote or inhibit muscle
protein synthesis. Deutz et al. (2013) considered protein intake as a part of a full meal,
studying the anabolic mechanisms behind protein and carbohydrate absorption. An
increase in insulin levels resulting from the co-ingestion of carbohydrates and protein can
suppress the amount of protein breakdown and therefore limit the amino acid pool (Deutz
et al., 2013). A study assessing weight loss in adult women suggest that a lower
carbohydrate and higher protein diet will increase lean body mass and reduce fat mass
(Layman et al., 2005). This research takes into consideration the body’s response to
combined macronutrient ingestion whereas most studies focus on protein intake alone.
In conclusion, the nutritional habits of female athletes, college level athletes, and
VPs alike tend to be structured in an attempt to optimize weight, body composition and
therefore, performance. It is also evident from some studies that young female athletes
have negative body images, which are likely to adversely alter their eating habits.

Energy Balance
To satisfy the desired, steady energy balance, the International Society of Sports
Nutrition (ISSN) recommends including four to six meals per day in consistently timed
intervals (Teta et al., 2013). A stable energy balance is important to keep in mind,
especially when maximizing the role of MPS stimulating foods such as protein. Energy
balance is the difference between energy intake and energy expenditure. Evidence is
showing that inadequate energy availability is commonly seen in athletes, especially
females. With decreased energy intake and increased exercise, the deficient energy
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balance may affect important functions including the anabolic effects of muscle protein
synthesis (Mountjoy et al., 2014).
A benefit of a steady energy balance is improving the ability to build muscle.
When an individual is consistently in a catabolic state, protein intake will only contribute
calories for expenditure versus stimulating muscle protein synthesis. This continuous
catabolic state may also lead to increasing body fat (Deutz et al., 2000). When energy
availability is low, the body tries to compensate by reducing energy expenditure. Energy
availability (EA), otherwise known as energy balance, is an important factor in athletic
performance and performing other routine activities after exercise (Mountjoy et al.,
2014). EA is calculated by measuring energy intake and total energy expenditure.
Having a low EA can result in a number of negative effects on health (e.g. menstrual
dysfunction, low iron intake, reproductive disorders, etc.) (Woodruff et al., 2013). In a
consensus statement by the International Olympic Committee, it was found that such
events will lead to physiological changes, such as hormonal imbalances and disruption of
metabolic functioning (Mountjoy et al., 2014).
Some studies are reviewing the average intake and expenditure for female VPs
(Beals, 2002). Findings show that EI is consistently low among the population, which is
resulting in a negative energy balance for these competitive athletes. In a review of
multiple studies, the focus was on self-reported data of intake and expenditure (Woodruff
et al., 2013). Woodruff et al. (2013) followed 10 participants from the women’s
Canadian University volleyball team. The mean age was 20 years old, the mean weight
was 75 kg, the mean FM was 19.4 %, and the mean FFM of the participants was 55.6%.
The participants’ body composition was measured using a Bod Pod®. A multi-system
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sensor armband tracked total energy expenditure and a dietary recall assessed energy
intake, both occurring over a 7-day period. In evaluating the measurement tools, findings
showed that the armband underestimated the caloric expenditure in high intensity
exercise and measured more accurately on moderate exercise. Due to high energy
expenditure, participants were encouraged to consume energy during training to stay in a
positive EB. To calculate EA, the study used the equation as follows: EA = (EI kcal –
ExEE kcal)/kg FFM. Results found that the VPs expended around 3,479 kcal per day on
average while consuming 3,435 kcal. TEE was just 1,000 calories above the estimated
2,400 kcal daily expenditure for the athletes (based on a recommended intake of 30/kcal
per kg per day). In this specific study, the participants on average, had a healthy EB to
contribute to weight maintenance and muscle build. These findings conflicted with other
studies where elite female VPs are averaging a negative EBs (Woodruff et al., 2013).
Erdman et al. (2013) performed a study assessing 324 high performance Canadian
athletes to evaluate their energy requirements. The population, 64% of which whom
were females, provided 3-day dietary records of food, fluid and supplement intake and
time of consumption. Kilocalories and macronutrient intake were compared by gender,
age, meal versus snack, and training versus rest days. Almost all subjects ate three meals
per day while on average these athletes ate roughly five times per day. Fewer snacks were
consumed on rest days than on training days. The athletes were thought to have higher
energy intakes and due to a higher metabolic rate at rest, greater expenditure. This is
known as the thermic effect. The athletes exceeded protein requirements, but were under
for intake of carbohydrate requirements. However, it is important to note that
carbohydrate requirements will vary by athlete due to volume and intensity of training.
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On average, the athlete’s greatest calories were consumed at dinner and/or meals at night
and the least amount of calories were consumed at breakfast, with the female gender
especially. Twenty four percent of total energy intake came from snacking. On training
versus rest days, meal frequency did not increase, but rather an increase in portion size by
1.5 times. Morning snack was omitted and EI was reduced on rest days. Results
indicated that Americans greater than 19 years old, in the general population, intake
around 472 calories per day in snacks. Among other factors, the more numerous and the
more evenly dispersed the eating opportunities, the greater the reduction in
gastrointestinal upset and irritation. Frequent feeds help keep total energy intake up for
athletes and will then maintain normal blood glucose levels. The study expresses the
importance of carbohydrate ingestion when there is extensive physical exercise.
Unfortunately, the individuals in this study are not fulfilling their physiological
requirements and energy needs relevant to their exercise volume, frequency, and intensity
(Erdman et al., 2013).

Protein Intake and Distribution
There is a lack of evidence between the relationship of protein consumption and
body composition in the female population. While protein absorption is high (up to 95%
of that consumed), the mechanism behind a maximized anabolic response to muscle
protein synthesis is still not fully understood. The average individual will eat the
majority of their daily protein at dinner, with steak, chicken or fish being the primary
sources. For maximal protein utilization, past studies suggest that this high protein
dinner should be redistributed among at least three meals a day (Mamerow et al., 2014;
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Symons et al., 2009). Numerous benefits can be associated with a balanced protein
intake among meals such as early satiety, decreased energy intake, and repletion of the
body’s proteins.
Another benefit of protein consumption, commonly focused on by competitive
athletes, is the stimulation of muscle protein synthesis (MPS) (Paddon-Jones et al., 2008).
The muscle protein fractional synthetic rate (FSR) represents the rate at which ingested
amino acids (AA) are synthesized into protein. MPS is a result of protein ingestion when
muscle proteins are synthesized versus being broken down (Witard et al., 2013). This
muscle building mechanism occurs in an anabolic or fed state, when the body utilizes
amino acids from an intracellular pool. The ingestion of amino acids while in the
anabolic energy balance results in a positive nitrogen balance, which is one step toward
gaining lean muscle mass. If an individual is in a catabolic state, on the other hand, AAs
will be sent to catabolic pathways (Witard et al., 2013). AAs can then be used as a
source of energy for the body, they can be oxidized and denitrogenated for urea
production, or AAs can contribute to plasma proteins or other derivatives such as
neurotransmitters (Phillips et al., 2007).
The balance between MPS and muscle protein breakdown (MPB) determines
muscle build over prolonged periods of time. When MPS exceeds MPB, it is defined as
net gain (Deutz et al., 2013). Protein turnover takes place when breakdown or catabolism
of protein occurs faster than the anabolism or synthesis of the protein. With resistance
exercise, muscle enters a hypertrophic state where the muscle proteins are being
synthesized. Depending on the weight of resistance load, muscle protein synthesis and
breakdown will either increase or decrease. Once completing any kind of enduring
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exercise, nutrient intake is important to maintain a balance between MPS and MPB. The
stimulation of resistance exercise on the muscle will bring the muscle into a breaking
down period post workout and in the absence of calories and protein, net muscle protein
balance will remain negative and hypertrophy will not occur (Koopman et al., 2007).
While resistance training is specifically recommended to build muscle, the effects
of aerobic exercise on muscle building are not yet established. Research agrees that
heavy resistance exercise leads to hypertrophy of the muscle while aerobic exercise may
not have the same effect. In a study examining MPS in 12 untrained men, the idea was to
mimic mild exercise similar to walking on the beach (Sheffield-Moore et al., 2004). The
population included older (n=6) and younger (n=6) men. Measurements included muscle
phenylalanine kinetics pre and post-exercise using blood samples and muscle biopsies.
Results of the study showed that moderate intensity exercise, such as walking, induces
short-term increases in post-exercise MPS in both post absorptive younger and older
men. The mixed muscle fractional synthetic rate increased the most for older and young
men in 10 minutes post-exercise (Sheffield-Moore et al., 2004).
Resistance exercise stimulates myofibrillar MPS with a greater duration and
amplitude than eating alone. In sarcoplasmic MPS, on the other hand, both consuming
calories and exercise provide the same effect and rate of stimulation. Moore et al. (2009)
looks at muscle protein synthesis with eating alone and with eating followed by
resistance exercise in seven healthy young men. To test fasting MPS, the men were
infused with phenylalanine which aided in measuring protein synthesis. The participants
then performed high intensity resistant exercise followed by consumption of 25 grams of
whey protein. Results showed that with ingestion of protein, the amino acid pool is
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stimulated rapidly one half hour after eating. Findings also showed that once five hours
passed, MPS is back to baseline (Moore et al., 2009).
To increase MPS, decrease MPB and improve exercise recovery,
recommendations from the ISSN are to supplement with branched chain amino acids
(BCAAs). BCAAs leucine, isoleucine and valine, make up 1/3 of the muscle proteins
and therefore have the greatest effect on MPS stimulation. Another recommendation by
the ISSN is to consume 10 to 20 grams of amino acids, within three hours post-exercise
and immediately before exercise to maximize stimulation of MPS (Teta et al., 2013)
While any amino acid will stimulate MPS, essential amino acids will stimulate MPS at
the same rate and in smaller amounts (6g) for 1-2 hours post-exercise. However, such
small amounts will not contribute to maintenance of an anabolic state for prolonged
periods of time (Koopman et al., 2007).
When considering sources of protein, it is important to remember plants are not
all complete proteins, being deficient in EAAs. Therefore, plants are less likely to
contribute as greatly to MPS. In a study reviewing the effects of EAAs on MPS, 15
grams of EAAs were administered to six young and seven elderly participants (PaddonJones et al., 2004). Methods included constant infusion of phenylalanine, an EAA that is
neither synthesized nor metabolized in skeletal muscle, during which blood samples and
muscle biopsies were taken. Both mixed FSR and muscle protein kinetics were measured
before and after ingestion. The fractional synthetic rate measures actual incorporation of
phenylalanine into protein. Net phenylalanine uptake and net balance of phenylalanine
only translate to synthesis if there is subsequent uptake from the intracellular pool.
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Results of the study suggest that EAA ingestion increases FSR in both young and elderly
(Paddon-Jones et al., 2004).
In addition to the content of the protein consumed, the distribution of protein
intake is being looked at in relationship to muscle building. According to a number of
studies, the muscle protein FSR is maximized at approximately 20 to 30 grams of protein
(Symons et al., 2009; Witard et al., 2013; Deutz et al., 2013; Mamerow et al., 2014). The
amino acid has other functions in the body if not utilized for MPS. For instance, the
attached nitrogen is removed and the remaining carbon chains are oxidized for energy or
stored as fat. This process is known as the ‘muscle full effect.’ Researchers are still not
entirely certain on how this mechanism is controlled (Atherton et al., 2010). Phillips et
al. (2011) in addition to other studies are finding that an intake of 30 grams of protein at
each meal leads to maximum stimulation of protein synthesis.
In a recent study by Witard et al. (2013), testing was done on the post absorptive
effects of 10g, 20g, and 40g doses of whey protein on myofibrillar MPS. Myofibrillar
proteins are involved in muscle hypertrophy and their synthesis is directly stimulated by
resistance exercise. The study found that young men weighing around 80 kg had the
highest rate of MPS after intake of 20 g of whey protein. Any amount higher resulted in
ureagenesis and amino acid oxidation, suggesting there is a utilization of protein for
energy rather than to support lean tissue mass. The findings imply that myofibrillar MPS
can reach an upper limit resulting in discontinuing the synthesis of proteins (Witard et al.,
2013). In another study, a population sample of six healthy individuals were infused with
mixed amino acids and monitored for latency of MPS. Again, results showed that
overfeeding protein does not speed up the rate of MPS because the excess amino acids
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are oxidized versus synthesized (Bohé et al., 2001).
In a study by Symons et al. (2009), two portions of lean beef, 113 g (30g intact
protein) and 340 g (90 g intact protein) were given to both younger and older participants
to determine the effect of MPS with varying protein doses. The goal was to compare
MPS rates in aging and younger individuals based on either 30 grams or 90 grams of high
quality protein intake. Blood samples were taken to assess glucose and insulin
concentrations. Stable infusion of an isotope of L-phenylalanine tracked essential amino
acid levels. Using these amounts, an equation to compute FSR measured the rate of
mixed MPS in each group. The results indicated in both the 30 g and 90 g groups, the
FSR increased at around 50%. The study concludes that more moderate portions of
protein are just as effective in stimulating muscle growth as the larger amounts in resting
individuals (Symons et al., 2009).
A study by Mamerow et al. (2014) measured fractional synthetic rate in evenly
distributed protein diets and skewed protein diets. The evenly distributed diet contained
approximately 30 grams of protein at breakfast, lunch and dinner. The skewed diet
administered 10 gram, 16 grams and 60 grams of protein at breakfast, lunch, and dinner
respectively. The sample size included eight healthy adult men (n=5) and women (n=3).
The participants followed each diet, even and skewed, for seven days with a 30 day
washout period. On days one and seven, blood samples were drawn and compared. An
L-phenylalanine isotope allowed researchers to measure the infusion of the EAA into
muscle, providing numeric data to calculate FSR. Findings showed there was 25%
greater FSR in the even versus skewed protein diets. These results imply that MPS is
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stimulated more effectively with moderate amounts of protein consumption over the
course of 24 hours (Mamerow et al., 2014).
Background research from a study by Paddon-Jones et al. (2004) suggests that
after amino acids are ingested, there is limited time for MPS to be stimulated, ranging
from one to two hours. In addition, when continuously ingesting protein, MPS will
return to baseline levels regardless of the amount of protein consumed (Atherton et al.,
2010). When amino acids leave circulation, they may enter the muscle intracellular pool
and from there, they can be incorporated into protein. Another route of essential amino
acids, such as phenylalanine, is to leave the plasma pool to quickly expand the
intracellular pool, all before being released back to circulation. With the availability of
exogenous amino acids, insulin has been shown to play a role in MPS. With additional
carbohydrate intake after exercise, insulin levels will rise in the blood. These insulin
levels promote protein synthesis and inhibit breakdown, but only minimally if there is an
absence of amino acid ingestion. This evidence suggests that a combination of protein
and carbohydrate is most beneficial after exercise (Koopman et al., 2007). Age will have
an effect on sensitivity to insulin, however. Younger groups tend to have a stronger
response of insulin to AA concentrations than the elderly (Paddon-Jones et al., 2004).
Carefully timing protein intake throughout the day with a focus on before and
after exercise has numerous benefits. Protein uptake may depend on the type and
intensity of exercise and also on the type of protein. Several studies review the
differences between commonly supplemented proteins such as whey and casein. Whey
protein breaks down faster and provides a lot of initial protein to the body. Casein breaks
down slower and takes longer to stimulate MPS. Whey and casein protein are both
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beneficial in building muscle as they both have a high bioavailability. Sudicky (2012)
suggests that whey is more beneficial in increasing LBM. Ideal meals should consist of
slowly digested protein such as casein, but the faster digesting whey protein is a better
option for performance recovery (Teta et al., 2013). Whey is digested rapidly, breaking
down into amino acid form which is then readily available for MPS (Wilborn et al.,
2013).
Pre- and post-exercise protein supplementation is capable of significantly
changing body composition and performance in a controlled setting. A study population
of 16 NCAA Division III female basketball players consumed 24 grams of either whey or
casein protein. The treatment was taken immediately both before and after each workout
over the course of eight weeks. The study results show no difference between whey and
casein. Whey and casein showed the same response in muscle development when
supplemented pre- and post-exercise. The immediate uptake of AAs in whey and the
slow uptake over long periods of time in casein are proving to have the same result in this
study. Whey breaks down quickly so the uptake is quick while casein is slow so the AAs
are provided in little amounts over a long period of time (Wilborn et al., 2013).
In defining the varying influences on muscle strength and BC, Joy et al. (2013)
evaluated the effects of different types of protein. A study shows the effect of whey
protein on body composition in male athletes. The study population was made up of 24
college-aged, resistance trained males divided into two treatment groups. The treatment
groups included 48 grams of either animal protein (whey protein isolate) or plant protein
(rice protein isolate). Both treatments were administered during the eight week training
program. The whey or rice supplements were taken immediately after exercise. A dual-
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energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) determined BC, and a leg and bench press
determined strength. There was no significant difference in findings (recovery, body
composition, strength) between either group for whey or rice protein treatments (Joy et
al., 2013). This study suggests that evidence will still vary as to the ideal source of
protein to maximize muscle building.
Some research contradicts the theory of associating frequent and moderate
amounts of protein intake with higher muscle mass. West el al. (2011) performed a study
administering whey and casein to represent either eating one large meal with high protein
in a day or several moderate amounts of protein in multiple meals throughout the day.
The study treated eight healthy men. Being slowly absorbed, casein represents more of a
frequent and moderate protein intake. Whey is ingested rapidly so it is referred to as
bolus intake, providing high amounts at one time. The bolus treatment included one 25
gram dose of whey protein or repeated smaller doses of 2.5 grams every 20 minutes.
This pulse dosage mimicked a more slowly digested protein like casein. Both MPS and
phosphorylation were measured at rest and following resistance exercise. The study
found that a high peak of aminoacidemia after exercise will enhance MPS. Upon
administering whey to the study population, hyperaminoacidemia resulted and MPS was
more likely to be induced. With slowly absorbed amino acids, the casein prolonged
aminoacidemia. MPS was stimulated to a lesser degree in casein (represented by
PULSE) than whey (BOLUS) during recovery and at rest after exercise. This research
suggests that MPS is optimal when stimulated with rapidly absorbed amino acids at large
amounts after exercise (West et al., 2011).
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Aside from the importance of muscle building, the type of protein can be
associated with micronutrient sufficiency and deficiency. Endurance athletes of the
female gender are more susceptible to iron deficiency anemia. A study divided 28 male
and female Division-I cross country runners into a control group (typical diet) and an
intervention group (typical diet with nine ounces of weekly lean beef supplementation).
Measurements included dietary intake, body composition, VO2 max and iron status. The
exact effect of meat on body composition was unclear, but the relationship with meat
intake and iron levels show a significantly positive correlation (Burke, 2012).
Consuming large amounts of protein at one time or excessively throughout the
day can ultimately be detrimental to the body’s organs. Depending on the intensity and
gender, exercise in addition to the consumption of protein may induce proteinuria. As
proteinuria can lead to kidney damage, it is crucial that athletes take all risks and side
effects into consideration when increasing or changing their protein consumption (Ayca
et al., 2006).
This literature review demonstrates the continuing influences of diet, specifically
protein, and body composition on collegiate level female athletes. To achieve that
desirable body composition of higher lean mass to fat mass, proper protein intake is
continuously being studied to identify the most efficient ways to incorporate it into an
athlete’s diet. While the findings for the content and administration of protein continue
to vary, more and more evidence is suggesting moderate and frequent amounts of intake
are the most effective in building muscle mass.

Chapter III
METHODS
Population
Twelve members of Georgia State University’s sand volleyball team participated
in an IRB-approved one-year observational study. The female participants averaged 20
years of age (±2 yr.) and had a mean weight of 68 kg (±7 kg). Eligibility requirements
are that all participants must be athletically trained as well as active students at Georgia
State University. Participants must also be healthy, having no preexisting medical
conditions and falling within a healthy BMI range (18-24.9 kg/m2). Subjects must also
adhere to the guidelines of the study, invited via a consent form with specific detail of
what is required to participate. Exclusion factors for this study included anyone not on
the Georgia State University women’s sand volleyball team. Signed informed consent
was received from all participants prior to the beginning of the study.
Materials
A standardized form was provided to each participant for completion of a diet
recall. Height was measured via a standard sliding wall-mounted stadiometer. Weight
and body composition were measured via Tanita® bioelectrical impedance analysis scale
(Barreira et al., 2013). These data were entered into the NutriTiming® software
program, a nutrient analysis based on the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s National
Nutrient Database for Standard Reference Release 26 (NutriTiming® Nutrient and
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Energy Analysis 2.1, NutriTiming LLC, 2014). Basal metabolic rates for each participant
were derived by the Harris Benedict equation. The software program produces an hourly
energy balance status based on the activity completed and energy intake for each hour.

Procedures
Data for this study were collected at the 6-month midpoint of a one-year
observational study. The athletes were asked to complete an in depth form to provide
dietary intake and activity over the course of a 24-hour period. Forms were filled out on
a typical practice day and a day convenient to the participant during the competitive
season of GSU sand volleyball. Food and beverage intake and activity levels were selfreported and confirmed through a follow-up interview. Participants were asked to
provide as much detail as possible in their recalls. Food items were to be specified by
type and amount at the time eaten. Any physical activity performed had an associated
activity level. The numeric level ranged from one being the least active to six being the
most active. Upon completion of their 24 hour form, participants were assessed for
height, weight and body composition. See Appendix L for an example of the dietary
recall form provided to the participants.
Data Analysis
This thesis involved a secondary analysis of collected data. Participant names
were coded numerically to ensure confidentiality. Descriptive variables included age,
height, weight, fat mass, fat free mass, and body fat percentage. Dietary and activity data
were entered into a software program that provided a calculated energy balance over the
course of 24 hours. Within the 24-hour period, energy balance was provided from hour
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to hour. The analysis determined the degree to which variables such as energy and/or
protein intake distribution, total energy consumed, total energy expended and percent of
energy requirement were achieved over the 24-hour data collection. We expected the
results to show the association of the pattern of protein intake (amount and timing of
consumption) and energy balance with the fat free mass in these subjects.
To perform this analysis, we began with numerical values provided by the
nutrient database software program to create variables for comparison: total protein
intake, lowest energy balance, highest energy balance, hourly energy balance, and hourly
grams of protein intake. We assessed energy balance with a protein index score (ProtIS).
The ProtIS was created to assess how closely the protein consumed matches the
hypothetical ideal pattern. The ideal pattern was determined from the total protein
requirement (1.5 g/kg) multiplied by the subject’s total mass, and dividing that total by 25
grams to obtain the ideal number of protein eating opportunities of 25 grams during a
typical day. The more closely a subject consumes protein compared to the ideal, the
higher the ProtIS score.
The 24-hour period was divided into zones to compare the amount of protein
consumed within varying time ranges across the day. The protein intake for each
participant was allocated four different ways into three, four, six and eight time zones.
The three-zone time periods are as follows: six am to twelve pm, twelve pm to six pm
and six pm to midnight. The four-zone time periods are as follows: twelve pm to six am,
six am to twelve pm, twelve pm to six pm and six pm to midnight. The six-zone time
periods are as follows: six am to nine am, nine am to twelve pm, twelve pm to three pm,
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three pm to six pm, six pm to nine pm, and nine pm to midnight. The eight-zone time
periods are as follows: twelve am to three am, three am to six am, six am to nine am, nine
am to twelve pm, twelve pm to three pm, three pm to six pm, six pm to nine pm, and nine
pm to midnight. Ratios were also created to portray the relationship between protein
intake and energy balance at a specific point in time. The ratios were calculated by
dividing the energy balance in calories by the grams of protein for each hour. This value
was then averaged within morning (six am to noon), afternoon (noon to three pm) and
evening (six pm to midnight) timeframes.
Anthropometric data collected for each participant were compared to these
variables. Frequencies and descriptive statistics were used to describe characteristics of
the sand volleyball players participating in this study. Spearman Correlations assessed
the relationships between these variables. Regression analyses will be used to assess
relationships between body composition, protein intake and EB. IBM SPSS was used to
run statistical tests (version 20.0, SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL).

Chapter IV
RESULTS

Participants
The descriptive characteristics of the 12 members of the Georgia State University
sand volleyball (SV) team are shown in Table 1. The population age ranged from 18 yrs.
to 22 yrs., with a mean age of 20 (± 1.17) yrs. Participant heights ranged from 165.1 cm
to 179.07 cm, with a mean height of 172.51 (± 4.56) cm. Their weights ranged from
57.91 kg to 74.18 kg, with a mean weight of 65.23 (±5.78) kg. BMI ranged from 19.5
kg/ m2 to 24.9 kg/m2, with a mean BMI of 21.92 (±1.8) kg/m2.
Table 2 describes body composition variables for the SVPs. The 12 SVPs had
body fat percentages ranging from 10.7% to 25.4%, with a mean body fat percentage of
18.3 (±3.9) %. Fat mass ranged from 17.82 kg to 6.45 kg, with a mean fat mass of 12.09
(±3.3) kg. Fat free mass ranged from 59.55 kg to 47.55 kg, with a mean fat free mass of
53.15 (± 3.66) kg. Fat free mass was measured per kg of body weight, ranging from 0.75
kg to 0.89 kg, with a mean of 0.82 (±0.04) kg. The amount of fat free mass in kg was
measured per cm of height ranging from 0.34 kg/cm to 0.28 kg/cm, with a mean fat free
mass to height ratio of 0.31 (±0.02) kg/cm.
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Protein Intake and Eating Opportunities
Table 3 contains protein intake and eating opportunity variables. We assessed a
24 hour recall and measured protein intake and energy balance. The SVPs’ recalls were
also evaluated for the number of times they met 25 grams of protein in one eating
opportunity. Results show that protein intake ranged from 183.71grams to 85.64 g, with
a mean protein intake of 130.99 (±34.39) g. The suggested amount of protein intake for
the participants is 1.5 grams per kg. A ratio was found between the actual protein
consumption per kg and the recommended 1.5 grams per kg. The ratio ranged from 0.82
g to 2.06 g, with a mean ratio of 1.37(±0.44) g per kg. Eating opportunities represents the
number of times the participant consumed any type of caloric food or beverage. The
number of eating opportunities ranged from 3 to 8 times, with a mean number of eating
opportunities of 5.58 (±1.44) times. The ratio of protein (g) intake and the number of
eating opportunities ranged from 11 g/EO to 46 g/EO, with a mean of 26.06 (±10.51)
g/EO. Each eating opportunity was assessed for protein intake and one variable was
derived to show the number of times the athlete consumed food with 25 grams of protein.
The number of eating opportunities with 25 grams of protein ranged from 1 to 4 times,
with a mean of 2.08 (±0.79) times. To portray the ideal number of times the athletes
were to consume 25 grams of protein in a day, a ratio was developed using body mass in
kg and the recommended 1.5 grams of protein per kg to create a Protein Index Score
(ProtIS). The ProtIS for the SVPs ranged from 4.45 to 3.48 recommended times, with a
mean protein index score of 3.91(±0.35) times. The ratio of eating opportunities with 25
grams of protein to a ProtIS has a mean of 0.55(±0.25) times. This number shows that on
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average, the athletes are eating 25 grams of protein around only half the ideal number of
times recommended in the ProtIS.

Protein Intake in Zones
Table 4 and Appendix A provides protein intake for three time ranges. From six
am to noon, the SVPs had a mean protein intake of 30(±15.62) grams. This morning time
range is the only range in which all 12 SVPs had eating opportunities with protein,
specifically a minimum of 10 grams. From noon to six pm, SVPs had a mean protein
intake of 63(±44.48) grams. From six pm to midnight, SVPs ate a mean of 39(±30.76)
grams. The mean percentage of total protein intake from six am to noon is 24(±15) %.
Almost half of the mean protein intake was during mid-day as the percentage of total
protein intake from noon to 6 pm is 45(±26) %. The mean percentage of total protein
intake from 6 pm to midnight is 24(±23) %.
In Table 5 and Appendix B, protein intake for the SVPs was assessed for six time
ranges across the day. In each of the time zones, at least one participant had zero eating
opportunities with protein. From six am to nine am, volleyball players had a mean
protein intake of 19(±11.98) grams. From nine am to noon, SVPs had a mean protein
intake of 11(±16.81) grams. From noon to three pm, SVPs ate a mean of 29(±29.35)
grams. From 3 pm to 6 pm, SVPs ate a mean of 33(±27.72) grams. From six pm to nine
pm, SVPs ate a mean of 35(±29.35) grams. From nine pm to midnight, SVPs ate a mean
of 4(±4.63) grams of protein. The total protein intake by each of the six time zones were
then divided by the total protein intake for the day, creating a percentage of total protein
intake. The mean percentage of total protein intake from six am to nine am is 14(±8) %.
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The mean percentage of total protein intake from nine am to noon is 10(±4) %. The
mean percentage of total protein intake from noon to three pm is 20(±17) %. The mean
percentage of total protein intake from three pm to six pm is 25(±19) %. The mean
percentage of total protein intake from six pm to nine pm is 28(±22) %. The mean
percentage of total protein intake from nine pm to midnight is 4(±4) %.

Energy Balance
The reported energy balance over the course of a 24-hour period is shown in
Table 6. Energy balance is represented in the optimal, anabolic, catabolic, surplus, and
deficit. If a SVP is in an anabolic state, her energy balance would be between 0 and 100
kcal. If she is in a catabolic state, it would be below zero and to -400 kcal. A surplus is
when energy availability is above 400 kcal. A deficit is below -400 kcal. An optimal
energy balance is in the anabolic or catabolic state (+/- 400 kcal). The net energy balance
is the total calories consumed in the 24-hour period less the total calories expended. The
participants had a net energy balance mean of negative 404(±385.28) kcal, falling in a
deficit. The hours spent in an optimal state over the course of a day were a mean
18(±3.5) hours. A surplus state had a mean of 2(±3.28) hours. Deficit had a mean of
5(±3.55) hours. SVPs were in an anabolic state for a mean of 7(±4.92) hours and a
catabolic state for a mean of 17(±4.95) hours. The peak energy balance was at an
average 320(±230.45) kcal, falling in an anabolic state. The lowest balance on average is
-720(±280.01) kcal, being a deficit for the SVPs. Please see also Appendices F and G for
a histogram showing the frequency of hours spent in both anabolic and catabolic states.
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Relationship between Energy Balance and Protein Intake with Body Composition
At each time a SVP consumed protein, they were at a specific energy balance. In
Table 7, the energy balances to protein consumption ratios are provided. The total
number of eating opportunities with protein was counted for each participant. The
participants had eating opportunities with protein ranging from three to seven times, with
a mean of 5(±1.14) times. Each participant was also assessed for the number of times in
the day they met or exceeded 25 grams of protein. At each time they met 25 grams, their
energy balance value was noted and a ratio was created to portray what kind of balance
they were in when consuming protein. The average energy balance at 25 gram protein
eating opportunities ranged from 19 kcal to -14 kcal, with a mean of 1.8(±7.99) kcal. The
net energy balance divided by total protein consumption created a ratio of energy balance
to protein, providing a mean of -0.92(±11.59) EB per gram of protein. This number tells
us that the players were, on average, in a negative energy balance when consuming
protein. The average energy balance for the entire day was divided by the number of
protein eating opportunities to provide a mean of -13.58(±84.62). The lower the number,
the lower the energy balance and fewer protein eating opportunities the participant is
partaking. From six am to noon, the mean energy balance to protein EOs is
-7.03(±23.93). The mean EB to protein EO ratio from noon to six pm is -.083(±19.35).
The mean EB to protein EO ratio from six pm to midnight is -2.21(±214.86). Appendices
C and D provide a comparison between protein intake and energy balance.
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Relationships between Protein, EB and Body Composition
The correlations between protein intake, energy balance and body composition
using 2-tailed Spearman’s Correlations are shown in Appendices H, I, J, and K.
Appendix H shows relationships between body composition and protein intake.
Relationships prove inverse for several variables. The more protein consumed the lower
the BMI (r=-0.594; p<0.05). The less EOs with 25 grams of protein per protein index
score, the higher the BMI (r=-0.757; p<0.05). FFM to height ratio is lower the more
protein consumed (r= -.839; p<0.05). The higher the number of times participants were
eating more than 25 grams of protein, the lower the FFM to height ratio (r=-0.663;
p<0.05). These relationships suggest that protein consumption is negatively correlated
with muscle mass.
Energy balance to protein ratios in relation to body composition are shown in
Appendix I. There were no significant correlations between the variables (p<0.05). In
Appendix J, protein intake is broken into time ranges for morning (six am to noon),
afternoon (noon to six pm) and night (six pm to midnight). Relationships are shown in
the afternoon hours with a correlation between higher protein intake in the afternoon is
associated with lower FFM per kg in the participants (r= -0.629). All other relationships
are insignificant between body composition and morning, afternoon, and night protein
intake. In Appendix K, relationships are established between body composition and six
time ranges: six am to nine am, nine am to noon, noon to three pm, three pm to six pm,
six pm to nine pm and nine pm to midnight. Significant correlations are found in the
early morning and mid-morning time zones. From six am to nine am, the higher the
protein intake, the lower the FFM per kg BW and FFM per HT ratio. Interestingly
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enough, the next time zone shows quite the opposite. From nine am to noon, the higher
the protein intake in this time frame is the higher the FFM per kg. All other correlations
are insignificant for protein intake in later time zones of the day.

Regression Analysis between Frequency of Protein Intake and Body Composition
A multiple regression model predicted body fat percentages and total fat free mass
in the 12 participating sand volleyball players. See below for the regression equation that
predicts percentage of body fat. The number of eating opportunities, body weight (kg),
height (cm), protein intake (kg), and percent of protein in diet all predict a significant
amount of variance (94.7%) in body fat percentage.

EOs (-.728) + Wt_kg (.808) + Ht_cm (-.279) + ProIn (.118) + %Pro (-.181) + 6.391
P = .006
R = .947
R² = .896
SEE = 1.679

Variables in the next regression analysis show that the number of eating
opportunities, hours in an anabolic state, the highest energy balance, weight (kg) and age
(yr.) predict a significant amount of variance (89.9%) in percentage of body fat.

EOs(-1.649) + EBHrANA(.800) + Wt_kg(.463) + EBHighest(-.014) + Age_yr(-1.28) +
21.07
P = .037
R = .899
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R² = .808
SEE = 2.288

The percent of protein, protein intake (kg), hours in anabolic energy balance, and
hours in catabolic energy balance can all predict a significant amount of variance (87.6%)
in total fat free mass. These variables were applied to a regression equation for percent
of body fat and no significant variance was found.

%Pro(.041) + Pro_kg(-5.149) + EBHrANA(-.405) + EBHrCAT(-.400) + 72.528
P =.022;
R = .876;
R² = .767;
SEE = 2.216

The ratio of energy balance to protein intake in the morning hours (six am-noon),
afternoon hours (noon-six pm) and night hours (six am-midnight) were tested to predict
both body fat percentage and fat free mass to height ratio. The average energy balance to
protein intake ratios did not predict a significant amount of variance in either body fat
percentage or fat free mass per cm of height in the sample population.

RESULTS TABLES
Table 1:
Anthropometric Characteristics of SVPs at Georgia State University (N=12)

Min
Age (yr.)
Height (cm)
Weight (kg)
BMI

Max

18
165
57.91
19.56

Mean

22
179
74.18
24.94

20
172.51
65.23
21.92

Std.
Deviation
1.17
4.56
5.78
1.80

Table 2: Body Composition (N=12)
Min
Body Fat (%)
Fat Mass (kg)
Fat Free Mass (kg)
Fat Free Mass per kg
Fat Free Mass to Height Ratio

Max

10.7
6.45
47.55
0.75
0.28

25.4
17.82
59.55
0.89
0.34

Mean
18.33
12.09
53.15
0.82
0.31

Std.
Deviation
3.85
3.3
3.66
0.04
0.02

Table 3: Protein Intake and Eating Opportunities (N=12)
Min
Protein(g)
Protein(g)/Protein Recommended(g)
Eating Opportunities
Protein(g)/Eating Opportunities
Eating Opps w 25g Pro
Protein Index Score
Eating Opps w 25g Pro/ProtIS

86
0.82
3
12
1
3.48
0.23
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Max
184
2.06
8
46
4
4.45
1.15

Mean
131
1.37
5.58
26.06
2.08
3.91
0.55

Std.
Deviation
34.39
0.44
1.44
10.51
0.79
0.35
0.25
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Table 4: Protein Intake in Three Time Zones (N=12)
Min
Protein(g) Intake: 6am-12pm
Protein(g) Intake: 12pm-6pm
Protein(g) Intake: 6pm-12am
% of Tot Protein(g): 6am-12pm
% of Tot Protein(g): 12pm-6pm
% of Tot Protein(g): 6pm-12am

Max

10
0
0
0
0
0

Mean

68
153
113
67
83
69

30
63
39
24
45
32

Std.
Deviation
15.62
44.48
30.76
0.15
0.26
0.23

Table 5: Protein Intake in Six Time Zones (N=12)
Max
Protein(g) Intake: 6am-9am
Protein(g) Intake: 9am-12pm
Protein(g) Intake: 12pm-3pm
Protein(g) Intake: 3pm-6pm
Protein(g) Intake: 6pm-9pm
Protein(g) Intake: 9pm-12am
% of Tot Protein(g): 6am-9pm
% of Tot Protein(g): 9am-noon
% of Tot Protein(g): noon-3pm
% of Tot Protein(g): 3pm-6pm
% of Tot Protein(g): 6pm-9pm
% of Tot Protein(g): 9pm-12am

38
59
89
98
99
13
29
58
5
53
64
1

Mean
19
11
29
33
35
4
14
10
20
25
28
4

Std.
Deviation
11.98
16.81
29.35
27.72
29.35
4.63
0.08
0.04
0.17
0.19
0.22
0.04
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Table 6: Energy Balance (N=12)
Min
Total Kcal In
24-Hour EB
Hours +/- 400 Kcal EB
Hours > 400 Kcal EB
Hours < 400 Kcal EB
Hours > 0 Kcal EB
Hours < 0 Kcal EB
Highest EB Peak
Lowest EB Peak

1792
-1001
12
0
0
0
6
-11
-1077

Max
3042
291
22
10
10
18
24
734
-206

Mean
2375
-404
18
2
5
7
17
320
-720

Std.
Deviation
361.15
385.28
3.5
3.28
3.55
4.92
4.95
230.45
280.01

Table 7: Energy Balance at Eating Opportunities of Protein (N=12)
Min
# of Times Eaten Protein
AvgEbAt25 (kcal)
Ratio of Energy Balance to Protein
Avg EB/Protein All Day
Avg EB/Protein 6am-12pm
Avg EB/Protein 12pm-6pm
Avg EB/Protein 6pm-12am

3
-14
-28
-221
-59
-54
-439

Max
7
19
18
167
32
21
551

Mean
5
1.8
-0.92
-13.58
-7.03
-0.83
-2.21

Std.
Deviation
1.14
7.99
11.59
84.62
23.93
19.35
214.86

Chapter V
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

This study aimed to investigate the relationship between protein intake and energy
balance and their combined and separate effects on body composition. In an average diet,
protein is typically skewed towards the end of the day (Mamerow et al., 2014). It was the
goal of this study to relate this back loading of protein to decreased muscle mass or show
a relationship between increased muscle mass with balancing protein intake throughout
the day. However, we failed to reject the null hypothesis that moderate and frequent
protein intake throughout a single day will lead to increased fat free mass. A contributing
factor could be that the twelve sand volleyball players participating were a relatively
homogeneous population with small variances in height, weight and body composition.
Protein Intake
Descriptive statistics showed protein intake to be anywhere from two to three
times the recommended daily intake of 0.8-1.0 grams of protein per day. To support a
positive nitrogen balance and include factors of growth, multiple researchers suggest the
amount of protein to be around 1.5 g/kg/day (Aerenhouts et al., 2013; Teta et al., 2013).
The Position Statement from the Dietitians of Canada, the American Dietetic
Association, and the American College of Sports Medicine recommend a protein intake
from 1.2-1.7 g/kg/day to support the muscle development in athletes. In this study, 75%
of athletes consumed well above the suggested amount of protein. The participants’
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extremely high protein intake may support evidence that muscle protein synthesis has a
“muscle full effect” and will not continue to synthesize muscle after certain amounts
(Atherton et al., 2010). However, from the data, it is difficult to determine exactly how
the distributed protein is relating to the participants’ fat free mass. A protein index score
represents the suggested number of times a participant should eat 25 grams of protein
during the day based on the 1.5 g/kg of protein and their body weight. The players’
scores ranged from 3 to 5 times per day. The average amount of times athletes were
meeting this recommendation was only 2 times per day which is almost half the
recommended. Considering the hectic lifestyle of a college athlete with class, studying
and training, it may be difficult for these athletes to find the opportunity to spread their
protein evenly and moderately throughout the day.
Protein intake distribution across the day was studied by dividing the day into
three and six time zones The three time zone distribution shows that SVPs were eating
almost half their protein, at 44.5%, from noon to six pm. Given the large time frame of
six hours, this zone could contain more than one meal, especially considering the SVPs
training typically being held during mid-morning. Athletes could be loading up on
protein multiple times thereafter so the results may be skewed to the second zone of the
three time zone assessment. In the six time zone split, the participants’ intake almost
doubled in protein consumption with their evening meals (34.62 g) compared to their
morning meals (19.1 g). The average distribution of protein is steady in the afternoon
and evening hours, but relatively lighter in the morning. Again, this skewed distribution
may be related to class and training in the morning which give less time for the athletes to
cook a meal.
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Energy Balance
In evaluating their energy balance, the SVPs were in an overall catabolic state.
Evidence shows that these numbers may support the inverse correlations between protein
intake and fat free mass (Deutz et al., 2000). The average energy balance to protein ratio
for the entire day was -13.58 kcal/g. For each gram of protein eaten, these athletes were
not using their protein anabolically. Athletes spent up to 17 hours of the day on average
at below a 0 kcal energy balance level, leaving most protein consumption to be utilized
for energy and not muscle building. Considering energy balance will then support the
results of protein intake directly relating to more fat mass, which is discussed further in
the following section.

Relationships between Protein and Body Composition

Surprisingly, we found primarily inverse correlations in the tests between protein
intake and fat free mass, possibly because so much time was spent in an energy deficit
state. One correlation found with this increasing intake significantly related the athletes
to a lower BMI (p<0.05). This finding is supported by the evidence that because protein
has less calories per gram than carb or fat, higher content in the diet may support a lower
BMI (Malaguti et al., 2008).
Results showed that the more protein these volleyball players were consuming,
the less muscle mass they had per kg and per cm of height. A similar relationship was
found between body composition and the number of times the volleyball players met 25
grams of protein per day. Contrary to our hypothesis, statistical testing found that the
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higher the number of eating opportunities with 25 grams of protein or more correlated
with less fat free mass per cm of height. The explanation for these outcomes can be
related to the energy availability at the time these participants are consuming protein.
Given that the majority of the food recalls were on training days, the athletes had a break
mid-morning for practice which put them at an energy deficit. The SVPs then came
home to have a large meal with protein that was more than likely being used as calories
versus being broken down for MPS.
One significant correlation was found between fat free mass and protein intake in
the second of six time zones. The more protein these participants were eating from nine
am to noon, the higher the amount of fat free mass. This one relationship supports the
findings that back loading protein does not support adequate muscle protein synthesis.
Although it was difficult to relate increased muscle mass with moderate and
frequent protein intake in this population, these variables, along with energy balance and
anthropometrics, were used to significantly predict body fat percentage and fat free mass
in the population. These findings suggest that the eating and exercise habits of these
athletes are able to predict body composition and may increase the likelihood for future
studies.
Limitations
The most significant limitation of this study is the small sample size. The GSU
female sand volleyball team has only 13 players, 12 of which participated in the study.
The athletes also have similar ages, BMIs, and body compositions. These similarities
narrow the variance between the participants, making it difficult to represent a larger and
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more generalized population (See Appendix E). Self-reported dietary recalls also create
a limitation in the methods of the study. Participants are likely to underreport, especially
considering the age and gender of the population. Additionally, misclassification of the
recalls is a possibility. When entering the data into the nutrient and energy balance
analysis software program, food items and recipes could have been misclassified
resulting in inaccurate representation of calories and macronutrient distributions. Lastly,
a single 24 hour period dietary recall will not appropriately characterize the eating habits
of the population, creating another limitation.
Conclusions
The current study finds no significant relationship between a moderate and
frequent within day protein intake distribution with increased FFM. The negative energy
balance at the time of protein consumption was a significant factor likely to cause the
inverse association of protein intake and FFM. Although the findings retained the null
hypothesis, this study can provide a basis to perform further, more in depth research.
Assessing body composition over the course of several months to a year, versus the cross
sectional design in this study, would provide a more accurate representation of the diet’s
effects on muscle mass. Interestingly, regression analyses found that in the sample
population, dependent variables such as body fat % and fat free mass can be predicted by
independent variables such as energy balance, anthropometrics, percent of protein and
total protein intake. Findings such as these signify the importance of protein
consumption and energy balance to achieve an ideal body composition.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX A

Appendix A represents the mean grams of protein intake for the 12
volleyball players in three time zones across a 24 hour day. From 12 am to
6 am in the hours previous to what is shown here, no intake was reported
for the participants.
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APPENDIX B

Appendix B represents the mean grams of protein intake for the 12 SVPs
in six time zones across a 24 hour period. From 12 am to 6 am in the
hours previous to what is shown, no intake was reported for the
participants.

APPENDIX B
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APPENDIX C

Appendix C represents a comparison of mean protein intake in the left
hand columns and mean energy balance in the right hand columns for
the 12 SVPs. The comparison is done in three time zones in one 24 hour
period.
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APPENDIX D

Appendix D represents a comparison of mean protein intake in the left hand
Graph balance in the right hand columns for the 12 SVPs.
columns and mean energy
The comparison is done in six time zones in one 24 hour period.
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APPENDIX E
Frequency Statistics for Percent Body Fat (N=12)

Appendix E: The y axis represents the number of participants
and the x axis represents body fat percentage.
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APPENDIX F
Frequency Statistics for Hours Spent in an Anabolic State (N=12)

Appendix F: The y axis represents the number of participants and
the x axis represents the number of hours in an anabolic state over
a 24 hour period. An anabolic state is defined as the calories over
0 in a participant’s energy balance.
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APPENDIX G
Frequency Statistics for Hours Spent in a Catabolic State (N=12)

Appendix G: The y axis represents the number of participants and
the x axis represents the number of hours in a catabolic state over a
24 hour period. A catabolic state is defined as the calories less than
0 in a participant’s energy balance.
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APPENDIX H
Spearman’s Correlations: Protein Intake and Body Composition (N=12)

BMI

Protein (g)
Protein(g)/Protein Recommended(g)

Protein(g)/Eating Opportunities
# Times Eat > 25g

Eating Opps w 25g Pro/ProtIS
% Protein
Protein per kg

BF (%)

FFM per
kg

FFM to
Ht Ratio

R
P

-0.594
0.042

0.088
0.786

-0.063
0.846

-0.839
0.001

R

-0.648

-0.012

0.032

-0.897

P

0.023

0.97

0.923

0

R

-0.21

0.151

-0.112

-0.601

P
R
P

0.513
-0.467
0.126

0.64
-0.134
0.678

0.729
0.175
0.586

0.039
-0.663
0.019

R

-0.757

-0.415

0.431

-0.855

P
R
P

0.004
-0.559
0.059

0.18
0.035
0.914

0.162
0
1

0
-0.818
0.001

R

-0.648

-0.012

0.032

-0.897

P

0.023

0.97

0.923

0

Appendix H:
Numbers in bold contain a p value less than or equal to 0.05
Protein (g) – total protein intake in grams
Protein(g)/Protein Recommended(g) – total protein intake divided by 1.5 grams
Protein(g)/Eating Opportunities – total protein intake divided by total number of eating
opportunities
# Times Eat > 25g – number of times athlete consumed 25 grams of protein or more
Protein Index Score – 1.5 grams times body weight (kg) divided by 25 grams of protein
Eating Opps w 25g Pro/ProtIS – eating opportunities with 35 grams of protein or more
divided by the protein index score
% Protein – percentage of protein from total calories
Protein per kg – protein in grams per kg of bodyweight
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APPENDIX I
Spearman’s Correlations:
Energy Balance with Protein Intake and Body Composition (N=12)

BMI
Avg EB at 25g
Protein
Avg EB/P All Day

Avg EB/P 6am-12pm
Avg EB/P 12pm6pm
Avg EB/P 6pm-12am
Tot EB/Protein
Tot EB of Pro EO

BF (%)

FFM per
kg

FFM to
HT Ratio

R

0.084

0

-0.049

-0.259

P

0.795

1

0.88

0.417

R

-0.154

-0.018

-0.014

-0.301

P

0.633

0.957

0.966

0.342

R

0.133

-0.179

0.147

0.021

P

0.681

0.578

0.649

0.948

R
P

-0.217
0.499

-0.474
0.12

0.441
0.152

-0.126
0.697

R

-0.14

0.123

-0.161

-0.476

P
R
P

0.665
-0.189
0.557

0.704
-0.144
0.656

0.618
0.105
0.746

0.118
-0.35
0.265

R

-0.098

-0.091

0.049

-0.287

P

0.762

0.778

0.88

0.366

Appendix I:
Numbers in bold contain a p value less than or equal to 0.05
Avg EB at 25 g protein – the average energy balance across all eating
opportunities with 25 grams of protein
Avg EB/P All Day – average total EB divided by average total protein
intake over the course of 24 hours
Avg EB/P 6am-12pm - average EB divided by average protein intake
from 6am to 12pm
Avg EB/P 12pm-6pm - average EB divided by average protein intake
from 3pm to 6pm
Avg EB/P 6pm-12am - average EB divided by average protein intake
from 6pm to 12am
Tot EB/Protein – total energy balance divided by total protein intake
Tot EB of Pro EO – total energy balance from eating opportunities with
protein
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APPENDIX J
Spearman’s Correlations: Three Zone Protein Intake and Body Composition (N=12)

R
P

0.028
0.931

0.343
0.276

Protein(g)
Intake:
6pm12am
-0.21
0.513

R

-0.111

0.082

-0.243

P

0.731

0.799

0.446

R

0.133

-0.105

-0.091

P
R
P

0.681
-0.056
0.863

0.746
-0.629
0.028

0.779
-0.077
0.812

R

-0.112

0.084

0.007

P
R
P

0.729
-0.287
0.366

0.795
-0.615
0.033

0.983
0.021
0.948

Protein(g)
Intake:
6am-12pm
24-Hour EB
Eat
Opportunities
Fat Mass_kg
FFM_kg

FFM per kg
FFM to Ht
Ratio

Protein(g)
Intake:
12pm-6pm

Appendix J:
Numbers in bold contain a p value less than or equal to 0.05
Fat Mass_kg – fat mass in kg
FFM_kg – fat free mass in kg
FFM per kg - amount of FFM per kg of body weight
FFM to Ht ratio – amount of FFM per cm of height
Eating Opportunities – number of times athlete consumed
calories
24 Hour EB – net kcal at the end of the day (energy consumed
less energy expended)
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APPENDIX K
Spearman’s Correlations: Six Zone Protein Intake and Body Composition (N=12)
Protein(g)
Intake:
6am-9am

Protein(g)
Intake:
9am-12pm

R

-0.21

0.305

-0.331

0.151

-0.039

-0.317

P

0.513

0.336

0.293

0.64

0.905

0.316

R

-0.692

0.718

-0.507

-0.07

-0.091

0.176

P

0.013

0.009

0.092

0.829

0.778

0.584

R

0.168

-0.268

0.239

-0.077

-0.049

0.211

P

0.602

0.399

0.454

0.812

0.88

0.51

FFM to Ht
Ratio

R

-0.629

0.486

-0.556

-0.06

0.014

0.028

P

0.028

0.109

0.06

0.854

0.966

0.931

Eating
Opportunities

R

-0.258

0.445

0.31

0.05

-0.24

0.551

P

0.419

0.147

0.327

0.877

0.452

0.063

R

0.119

0.007

0.296

0.354

-0.263

0.528

P

0.713

0.982

0.351

0.259

0.409

0.078

Fat Mass_kg

FFM_kg

FFM per kg

24-Hour EB

Protein(g)
Intake:
12pm-3pm

Protein(g)
Intake:
3pm-6pm

Protein(g)
Intake:
6pm-9pm

Appendix K:

Numbers in bold contain a p value less than or equal to 0.05
Fat Mass_kg – fat mass in kg
FFM_kg – fat free mass in kg
FFM per kg - amount of FFM per kg of body weight
FFM to Ht ratio – amount of FFM per cm of height
Eating Opportunities – number of times athlete consumed calories
24 Hour EB – net kcal at the end of the day (energy consumed less energy expended)

Protein(g)
Intake:
9pm-12am
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APPENDIX L
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APPENDIX M
INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW BOARD
Mail:

P.O. Box 3999
Atlanta, Georgia 30302-3999
Phone: 404/413-3500
Fax: 404/413-3504

In Person: Dahlberg Hall
30 Courtland St, Suite 217
April 16, 2014
Principal Investigator: Dan Benardot
Study Department: GSU - Nutrition
Study Title: Relationship Between Diet and Body Composition in Collegiate
Sand Volleyball Players.
Review Type: Expedited Continuing Review Category 7
IRB Number: H13383
Reference Number: 326989
Approval Date: 04/18/2014
Expiration Date: 04/17/2015
The Georgia State University Institutional Review Board (IRB) reviewed and
approved the above referenced study in accordance with 45 CFR 46.111. The IRB
has reviewed and approved the research protocol and any informed consent forms,
recruitment materials, and other research materials that are marked as approved in
the application for data analysis and follow-up only. The approval period is listed
above. Research that has been approved by the IRB may be subject to further
appropriate review and approval or disapproval by officials of the Institution.
Federal regulations require researchers to follow specific procedures in a
timely manner. For the protection of all concerned, the IRB calls your
attention to the following obligations that you have as Principal Investigator of
this study.
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1.

For any changes to the study (except to protect the safety of
participants), an Amendment Application must be submitted to the
IRB. The Amendment Application must be reviewed and approved
before any changes can take place

2.

Any unanticipated/adverse events or problems occurring as a result of
participation in this study must be reported immediately to the IRB
using the Unanticipated/Adverse Event Form.

3.

Principal investigators are responsible for ensuring that
informed consent is properly documented in accordance with 45
CFR 46.116.

4.

For any research that is conducted beyond the approval period, a
Renewal Application must be submitted at least 30 days prior to the
expiration date. The Renewal Application must be approved by the
IRB before the expiration date else automatic termination of this study
will occur. If the study expires, all research activities associated with
the study must cease and a new application must be approved before
any work can continue.

5.

When the study is completed, a Study Closure Report must be submitted to the
IRB.

All of the above referenced forms are available online at http://protocol.gsu.edu.
Please do not hesitate to contact the Office of Research Integrity (404-413-3500) if
you have any questions or concerns.

Sincerely,

Shelia L. White, IRB Member
Federal Wide Assurance Number: 00000129

